
Cantilevered sliding gates
For smooth vehicle entry

The Site Protection offer is made up of a number of products 

and systems. One part of the range is the sliding gate along 

with its variants, all of which are adapted perfectly to the 

customers’ requirements.

By being continually enhanced, Gunnebo sliding gates 

satisfy the requirements of increased security needs and 

individual design wishes.

When protecting a site, it is important to ensure that a 

particular area can guarantee smooth vehicle entry. Gate 

systems by Gunnebo offer the guarantee of optimum 

gateway security without interrupting the security chain.

The product range extends from simple manually-operated 

sliding gates and electronically controlled gate systems to 

telescopic sliding gate systems. Large unobstructed passage 

widths can then be easily provided. Gunnebo sliding gates 

are characterised by the fact that they are very simple to 

assemble, which allows the system to be fitted easily and 

quickly.

All gate systems are pre-assembled in the factory and their 

functions are checked. They are then supplied to the 

construction site in full and installed.
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Features 

EN 13241-1 approved •	

Cantilevered sliding gates•	

Telescopic gates with reduced •	

 space requirements

Optional gate infills•	

Tested security•	

Corrosion protection conforming  •	

 to DIN EN ISO

Type approval•	

Can be adapted to your strict  •	

 security requirements

We reserve the right to alter product information  
without any obligation.

Cantilevered sliding gates
For smooth vehicle entry

Benefits
Extremely low maintenance �

The excellent running characteristics are not affected by weathering    �

 (snow, ice, dirt)

Smooth, silent and fast operation �

No tracks in the road surface �

Easy to maintain thanks to modular design up to the largest of    �

 opening widths

Gate frame produced as statically calculated single-wing design �

Covered and therefore protected drive and security technology �

Corrosion protection offered by galvanising and coating using the      �

 tri-protect procedure

Gunnebo sliding gates are characterised especially by their ease of 

installing. All gate systems assembled and tested in the factory are 

transported to the construction site using special vehicles. On request, 

the vehicles can be fitted with loading devices such that the gates can 

be easily unloaded on site. The gates are fitted by trained local partner 

companies. Compliance with the most recent European standards, 

accident prevention specifications, the rules of the EN, VDE, DIN standards 

and consideration of the most recent findings into environmentally aware 

surface technology for optimum long-term protection are part and parcel 

of what we deliver.

“Everything from one source”

“Everything from one source” is our principle. Planning, manufacturing, 

installation and maintenance is our competence. Gunnebo stands at your 

side as a strong and experienced partner.


